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Why this research
Research Background
 
 
 
 
According to Australian 
Greenhouse Office, 
buildings contribute more
greenhouse gases than all 
the cars on Australian
roads !!
Research Background
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Impact of climate change on 
built environment
• Building energy uses;
• Internal thermal environment;
• External fabric; 
• Structural integrity;
• Construction process; 
• Service infrastructure.
Research Background
 
 
 
 
Why Building simulation
•The interaction between the building systems and global 
warming is extremely complex, being of dynamic nature and 
involving a large number of variables.
• In many cases the use of building simulation techniques can be 
the only realistic approach. 
Research Background
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Building simulation method
Methodology
 
 
 
 
Building simulation engine DOE-2.1E
Methodology: Simulation engine
• Developed by world-leading organizations 
• Have passed through extensive verification process
• Fully dynamic
• Source codes open for inspection
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W eather scenarios
• Current weather scenario;
• Future weather scenarios
1. 2030 Low scenario
2. 2030 H igh scenario
3. 2070 Low scenario
4. 2070 H igh scenario
There will be five weather scenarios 
used for this research:
M ethodology: w eather
 
 
 
 
Method for future weather data generation
Global climate model is used to project seasonal temperature increase, 
which is then forced on current weather variables 
Methodology: weather data
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The sample building model
The building is only designed to cope with current weather data
Methodology: building model
 
 
 
 
Methodology: Study locations
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Building performance indicators
• One is the percentage of occupied hours (8am to 5pm) 
in temperature exceeding 25°C. This will be used to 
measure the overheating problem;
• Another is the change of building cooling load and total 
energy use. This will be used to illustrate the impact 
of global warming on the building energy performance. 
There are two indicators used to measure indoor 
thermal environment and building energy 
performance respectively:
Methodology
 
 
 
 
E stim ation  o f the change in  C O 2 em ission
The annual greenhouse gas em iss ion (G H G ) 
=  
E m iss ion Factor × Energy In tensity  × F loor A rea
• GHG - kg C O 2 equiva lent/yr;
• Em ission Factor - kg  C O 2 equiva lent/kW h; 
• Energy Intensity - kW h/m ²yr;
• Floor Area - m ².
M ethodology: C O 2 estim ation
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Emission factors for electricity generation 
in Australia
Methodology: CO2 estimation
2060.742Northern Territory
20.006Tasmania
2931.053West Australia
2670.96South Australia
2941.058Queensland
3871.392Victoria
2931.054Australian Capital Territory
2931.054New South Wales 
(kg CO2
equivalent/GJ)
(kg CO2
equivalent/kWh)
Full Fuel Cycle Emission Factor 
State
 
 
 
 
Indoor thermal environment
(% of indoor temperature > 25°C)
Results and Discussion
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19.6%0.7%2.0%0.2%0.0%Sydney
6.1%0.5%1.2%0.2%0.0%Perth
6.4%0.5%1.0%0.2%0.0%Melbourne
5.7%0.4%0.7%0.1%0.0%Hobart
35.0%1.1%3.1%0.5%0.0%Darwin
5.8%0.8%1.4%0.2%0.0%Canberra
15.7%0.7%1.9%0.1%0.0%Brisbane
8.0%0.2%0.7%0.1%0.0%Adelaide
HighLowHighLow
20702030
CurrentLocation
Results and Discussion
Indoor thermal environment
(% of indoor temperature > 25°C)
 
 
 
 
Building energy performance
(cooling load)
Results and Discussion
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Building energy performance
(total energy use)
Results and Discussion
 
 
 
 
Projected annual increase of CO2 emission 
(kg CO2 equivalent/m²)
29.14.39.01.6Sydney 
25.23.87.51.4Perth 
28.33.98.31.5Melbourne 
0.10.00.00.0Hobart 
34.65.811.82.3Darwin 
21.82.96.31.1Canberra 
31.74.69.91.7Brisbane 
21.83.06.51.1Adelaide 
HighLowHighLowLocation
Year of 2070Year of 2030
Results and Discussion
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Projected annual increase of CO2 emission
(kg CO2 equivalent for modelled office building )
Results and Discussion
3570095269411050720134Sydney
309180459599232417028Perth
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97115428057Hobart
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3889135592112142920935Brisbane
267099362487933313385Adelaide
HighLowHighLowLocation
Year of 2070Year of 2030
 
 
 
 
 
New building designed under future projected climate
(Cooling capacity)
Results and Discussion
59%7820825541311601Sydney
31%4518823031431752Perth
28%3616520201291577Melbourne
29%271211486941151Hobart
45%7925431091752143Darwin
40%4917421321251527Canberra
35%4918923191401719Brisbane
36%4617621501291581Adelaide
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Current 
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New building designed under future projected climate
(Cooling load at weather condition of 2070 high scenario)
Results and Discussion
7.1%45.9%351338.8%33422408Sydney
4.6%36.3%339031.7%32752487Perth
4.7%49.5%257444.7%24921722Melbourne
6.0%50.6%192844.7%18511280Hobart
10.4%37.9%606127.5%56054395Darwin
5.7%52.9%256547.2%24691678Canberra
5.3%36.6%401931.3%38632943Brisbane
6.5%45.9%295639.3%28242026Adelaide
DifferenceIncreasesCooling load 
(MWH)
IncreaseCooling 
load (MWH)
Cooling 
load (MWH)
Location
2070 High2070 HighCurrent
Design at Future ClimateDesign at Current Climate
  
 
  
 
Conclusion (1)
• Global warming will entail new conditions for the built 
environment. 
• The thermal behavior of existing air conditioned office 
buildings, which are typically designed based on current 
weather data, may also be changed. 
• This paper has evaluated the impact of global warming on 
the design and performance of air-conditioned office 
buildings in Australia, which includes: 
– The likely increase of cooling loads imposed by potential global
warming
– The probable indoor temperature increases due to possible 
undersized air-conditioning system 
– The possible change in energy use and CO2 emission of Australian 
office buildings. 
Conclusion
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Conclusion (2)
Through the building simulation technique, it has been found 
• The existing office buildings would generally be able to adapt to the 
increasing warmth of 2030 year Low and High scenarios projections and 
2070 year Low scenario projection. 
• For the 2070 year High scenario, the study indicates that the existing office 
buildings, in all capital cities except for Hobart, will suffer from overheating 
problems.
• When the annual average temperature increase exceeds 2°C “threshold”, the 
risk of current office buildings subjected to overheating will be significantly 
increased. 
• With an increase of external air temperature more than 5°C, all the office 
buildings regardless where they are located would suffer from the 
overheating problem. 
Conclusion
 
 
 
 
Conclusion (3)
For existing buildings which are designed under current climate 
condition, it has been shown that 
• There is a nearly linear correlation between the increase of average external air temperature 
and the increase of building cooling load and total energy use. 
• The increases of cooling load for existing buildings vary significantly (from 2% to 47%), 
depending on the assumed future climate scenarios, as well as different locations. 
For the new buildings, in which the possible global warming has 
been taken into account in the design, 
• A further increase of 4-10% of building cooling load would be required for the 2070 High
scenario to improve the building thermal comfort to an acceptable standard. 
• The (corresponding) required increases of the cooling capacities for the new buildings in 
comparison with the existing buildings vary from 27 W/m² (Hobart ) to 79 W/m² (Darwin).
Conclusion
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Conclusion (4)
If the energy source is assumed to be the 
electricity, it is found that 
• Due to different fuel types and/or methods used to generate 
electricity, emission factors used to estimate CO2 emission vary 
significantly between different states. 
• in comparison with current weather scenario, the increased 
energy uses would translate into the increase of CO2 emissions 
by 0 to 34.6 kg CO2 equivalent/m², varying with different future 
weather scenarios and with different locations. 
Conclusion
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